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ABSTRACT
International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopts international marine
safety regulations. The regulations incorporated under Annex VI of IMO's
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL)
entered into force in May 2005. These regulations define the limits for sulphur
oxides (SOx) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions from ship exhausts.
In this context, emission reduction technologies needed for enviroment
protection and satisfy to sustainabletransportation. This study aims to show the
effects of emission reduction technologies for marine diesel engines. It includes
‘Direct Water Injection’, ‘Humid Air Motor’, ‘Exhaust Gas Recirculation’,
‘Delayed Fuel Injection Time’ and ‘Selected Catalytic Reduction’ The reseach is
based on the system dynamics model.
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GEMİ DİZEL MAKİNELERİ İÇİN SALIM İNDİRGEME
TEKNOLOJİLERİ: SİSTEM DİNAMİKLERİ YAKLAŞIMI
ÖZET
Uluslararası Denizcilik Örgütü (IMO), uluslararası denizcilik emniyet
kurallarını geliştiren bir örgüttür. IMO’nun gemi kaynaklı hava kirliliğini
önlemeye yönelik MARPOL ek VI kuralları Mayıs 2005’den itibaren yürürlüğe
girmiştir. Bu regülasyonlar gemi eksozundaki sulfur oksit ve azot oksit
salımlarının limitlerini belirlemektedir.
Bu çerçevede, çevreyi korumak ve daha sürdürülebilir bir taşımacılık
sağlamak için gemi dizel makinelerine ilişkin NOx ve SOx salımlarının
azaltılmasına yönelik teknolojilere ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. Bu çalışma çeşitli
teknolojilerin salımlar üzerindeki etkilerini sistem dinamikleri yaklaşımı ile
incelemeyi amaçlamaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Salım indirgeme, sistem dinamikleri, gemi dizel
makineleri

1. INTRODUCTION
NOx and SOx in the air can damage the leaves of plants, decrease
their ability to produce food and decrease their growth. NOx and SOx
when deposited on land and in estuaries, lakes and streams, can acidify
and over fertilize sensitive ecosystems resulting in a range of harmful
indirect effects on plants, soils, water quality, fish and wildlife (EPA,
2011).
Following an extensive evaluation of health evidence from
epidemiologic and laboratory studies, the U.S. EPA has concluded that
there is sufficient to infer a likely causal relationship between respiratory
effects and short-term NO2 exposure. There is also strong evidence
provided by studies that there is a causal relationship between respiratory
health effects and short-term exposure to SO2, in some cases, local
nervous system reflexes also may be involved. Asthmatics are more
sensitive to the effects of SO2 (EPA, 2010).
If a hydrocarbon-based fuel of composition is reacted with air, its
complete combustion would yield carbon dioxide, water, oxygen (if lean
mixture) and nitrogen. The vast majority of the diluent in air is nitrogen,
it is perfectly reasonable to consider air as a mixture of 20.9% (mole
basis) O2 and 79.1% (mole basis) N2. Thus for every mole of oxygen
required for combustion, 3.78 mole of nitrogen must be introduced as
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well.
The sttoichiometricc relation for compleete oxidatioon of a
hydrrocarbon fuell, CnHm, becoomes (Flagan
n and Seinfeld 2012).

urned, 4.78 mole of com
mbustion
Thus forr every molee of fuel bu
prodducts are geneerated (Flagaan and Seinffeld, 2012).
The maarine transpoort sector contributes
c
significantlyy to air
polluution, particu
ularly in coaastal areas. Annually,
A
occean-going sships are
estim
mated to emiit 1.2–1.6 m
million metricc tons (Tg) of particulatte matter
(PM) with aerod
dynamic diam
meters of 10
0 µm or less (PM10), 4.77–6.5 Tg
of suulfur oxides (SOx as S), and 5–6.9 Tg
T of nitrogen
n oxides (NO
Ox as N)
(Corrbett, 2007: 8512-8518).
8
Ship em
missions reppresent moree than 14 percent of nitrogen
emisssions from global
g
fuel ccombustion sources
s
and more
m
than 166 percent
of suulfur emissio
ons from w
world petroleu
um use. (C
Corbett, et al
al., 2007:
85122-8518). Dallsøren et al. (2009) foun
nd ship emisssions is a ddominant
contrributor over much of thhe world oceeans to surfaace concentraations of
NO22 and SO2. The
T contribuution is also large over some coastaal zones.
For surface
s
ozon
ne the contribbution is high
h over the occeans but cleearly also
of im
mportance ov
ver Westernn North Ameerica (contrib
bution 15–2 5%) and
Western Europe (5–15%) (Daalsoren et al., 2009: 2171
1-2194).
Marine vessels
v
use ddiesel engines which burn
n diesel oil oor mostly
heavvy fuel oil. All
A marine fuuel used todaay is created from the sam
me basic
distilllation proceess that creattes other liq
quid hydrocarbons such aas motor
gasooline, heating
g oil and keroosene. Distilllate marine fuels are com
mparable
to otther forms of
o distillate hhydrocarbon
n liquids, succh as nonroaad diesel
fuel or No. 2 fuel oil, in thaat they have similar chem
mical properrties and
specification lim
mits. Residuaal marine fueels, also calleed Intermediiate Fuel
Oils (IFO) or Heeavy Fuel Oiils (HFO), arre composed
d of heavy, rresiduum
hydrrocarbons which
w
are ccreated as a by-producct during peetroleum
refinning, and caan contain vvarious contaaminants succh as heavyy metals,
wateer, and high sulfur
s
levels (EPA, 2009)).
MARPO
OL 73/78 Annnex VI Regu
ulations for the
t preventioon of Air
Polluution from ships enteredd into force on
o 19 May 2005,the
2
codde covers
the following
f
(DN
NV, 2005):
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Regulation 12 - Emissions from Ozone depleting substances from
refrigerating plants and fire fighting equipment.
Regulation 13 - Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) emissions from diesel
engines
Regulation 14 - Sulphur Oxide (SOx) emissions from ships
Regulation 15 - Volatile Organic compounds emissions from
cargo oil tanks of oil tankers
Regulation 16 - Emissions from shipboard incinerators.
Regulation 18 - Fuel Oil quality
With respect to air pollution, the modest international regulation
of shipping so far contrasts with the efforts made in relation to land-based
sources. As a result of this, and of the steadily increasing transport and
cargo volumes transported by sea, shipping has become themain source of
man-made emissions of sulphuroxides (SOx). It is estimated that SOx
emissions from ships in the EU will amount to 75 percent of the total
land-based emissions by 2010 and that they will be approximately equal
by 2015. MARPOL Annex VI includes standards on maximum sulphur
content in marine fuel, but those standards are so high that they almost
lose their practical significance, apart from in so-called SOx Emission
Control Areas (SECAs) (EMSA, 2008).
SOx emission limits from ships are shown in Table 1;
Table 1. MARPOL Annex VI Sulphur Limits
GLOBAL

Fuel Sulphur

Emission Control Area(ECA)

2004

45,000 ppm

2005

15,000 ppm

2012

35,000 ppm

2010

10,000 ppm

2020

5,000 ppm

2015

1,000 ppm

Source: EPA, 2009
The same applies to the regulation of nitrogenoxides (NOx),
where the emissions from shipping are expected to equal the total of landbased emissions by 2020. In 2008, MARPOL was significantly revised to
change these trends and the new rules on SOx and NOx emissions will be
considerably strengthened over time. However, these changes are longterm and will only bring tangible benefits to air quality after a number of
years. Regulation on carbondioxide (CO2) and other greenhousegases
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from
m shipping iss entirely laccking, despitte their conttribution bein
ing some
two to
t five perceent of the gloobal emission
n total (EMSA
A, 2008).
Regulatio
on 13 appllies to each
h marine diesel enginee with a
poweeroutput of more
m
than 1330 kw installed on a ship (IMO, 20088). Figure
1. shhow that this regulation aaccording to engine
e
speed
d.

Fig
gure1. Speciffic NOx amo
ount & Engin
ne RPM
S ource: IMO, 2008
In princiiple, there arre four fundaamental categories of opptions for
reduucing emissio
ons from shhipping: a) Improving energy
e
efficiiency, b)
Usinng renewablee energy sourrces, c) Usin
ng fuels with
h less total fuuel-cycle
emisssions such as
a biofuels aand natural gas,
g d) Using
g emission rreduction
technnologies – i.e.
i achievinng reduction of emission
ns through cchemical
convversion, captu
ure and storaage, and otheer options (IM
MO, 2009).
The deciision to chooose the mostt convenient IMO Tier 3 strategy
belonngs to the sh
hip-owners. D
Depending on the type off ship, the traade route
and the strategiees of the shiip operators, the princip
ple-based adv
dvantages
and disadvantages of the diifferent strattegies may evaluated
e
diifferently
(Herrdzik, 2011:1
161-167).
Emission
ns of NOx from diesell engines caan be reducced by a
num
mber of measu
ures, includinng (IMO, 2009)
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1. fuel modification, e.g., water emulsion;
2. modification of the charge air, e.g., humidification and exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR);
3. modification of the combustion process, e.g., miller timing;
4. treatment of the exhaust gas, e.g., selective catalytic reduction
(SCR).

2. EMISSION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
2.1. Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
The installation of SCR catalysts on board ships has been
promoted by the introduction of emission-depending port dues in Sweden
and the NOx tax in Norway. Operation even below the limits set for IMO
3 can be achieved by the use of SCR catalysts. (Buchholz, 2010: 76)
The SCR process chemically reduces the NOx molecule in to
molecular nitrogen and water vapour. A nitrogen based reagent such as
amonia or urea is injected into the ductwork, downstream of the
combustion unit. The wastegas with the mixes reagent and enters a
reactor module containing catalyst. The hot fluegas and reagent diffuse
through the catalyst. The reagent reacts selectively with the NOx within a
specific temperature range and in the presence of the catalist and oxygen
(EPA, 2002).
Catalysts configurations are generally ceramic honey comp and
pleated metal plate (monolith) designs. The catalyst composition, type
and physical properties affect performance, reliability, catalyst quantity
required and cost. The SCR system supplier and catalyst supplier
generally guarantee the catalyst life and performance. Newer catalyst
designs increase catalyst activity, surface area per unit volume and the
temperature range for the reduction reaction (EPA, 2002).
SCR is capable of NOx reductions efficiencies in the range of
70%-95%. Higher reductions are possible but generally are not cost
effective (EPA, 2002). Figure 2. shows layout principle of a SCR based
IMO tier III strategy.
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Figure 2. SCR System Description
Source: Buchholz, 2010: 77

2.2. Direct Water Injection (DWI)
The engine with direct water injection is equipped with a
combined injection valve and nozzle that allows injection of water and
fuel oil into the cylinder. This means that neither of the modes (water on
/off) will affect the operation of the engine (Wartsila, 2012).
Water is fed to the cylinder head at high pressure, 210 bar. High
water pressure is generated in a high-pressure water pump module. The
pumps and filters are built into modules to enable easy, and require a
minimum of space. A flow fuse is installed on the cylinder head side. The
flow fuse acts as a safety device, shutting off the water flow into the
cylinder if the water needle gets stuck. Injection timing and duration is
electronically controlled by the control unit, which gets its input from the
engine output. NOX reduction of 50-60 % can be reached without
adversely affecting power output. DWI system can be installed also as
aretrofit (Wartsila, 2012).
Bedford & Rutland (2000) studied the effects of in-cylinder water
injection on a direct injection (DI) Diesel engine using a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) program and found vaporization of liquid water as
well as a local increase in specific heat of the gas around the flame
resulted in lower Nitrogen Oxide emissions. NOx decreased at all loads
(Bedford, 2000).
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Miyamotto et al. (19995) investig
gated the efffect of direect water
injecction into thee combustionn chamber on
n NOx reducction in an ID
DI diesel
enginne reduced NOx emissiion significaantly over a wide outpuut range
withhout sacrificee of BSFC
C. Figure 3. shows Waartsila Direcct Water
Injecction System
m’s describtioon.

Figure3. DWI System
m Description
Souurce: Wartsilla, 2012

2.3. Delayed Fu
uel Injectioon Time
Ignition delay was ddefined as th
he time betw
ween the starrt of fuel
injecction and thee start of coombustion. The
T start off injection iss usually
takenn as the tim
me when the injector neeedle lifts offf its seat. Beecause a
needdle lift detecttor was not aavailable, thee start of injeection was deefined to
be thhe Point wheen the injectioon line presssure reached 207 bar, thee nozzle–
openning–pressuree for the injeector. The start of combu
ustion was deefined in
term
ms of the ch
hange in sloope of the heat–release
h
rate that ooccurs at
missions
ignittion.Retarded
d injection ttiming signifficantly redu
uced NOx em
(Monnyem, et al. 2001: 35-42)).
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2.4. Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR)
An effective way for reducing nitrous oxide (NOx) emissions
may be accomplished by changing the engine combustion process
through the recycling of exhausted gases. This process is accomplished
by adding combustion products to the fresh fuel-air mixture during the
intake process. This technology is known as Exhaust Gas Recirculation
(EGR) (Vianna et al., 2005: 217-222).
Exhaust Gas Recirculation is a method to significantly
reduceNOx emissions from marine engines. It is proven to be able to
meet the Tier III NOx requirements, which will apply to all new ships
entering a NOx Emission Control Area (ECA) from 2016. The illustration
in Figure shows an EGR system from MAN Diesel. Part of the exhaust
gas is diverted from the exhaust gas receiver through a wet scrubber
which cleans the gas and reduces the temperature of the exhaust gas. The
gas flows through a cooler and water mist catcher and finally through the
EGR blower which lifts the pressure to the scavenge air pressure. A water
handling system supplies the scrubber with recirculating fresh water with
the addition of NaOH to neutralize the effect of sulphur in the fuel
(Kristensen, 2012).
The effect of this system will be that a minor part of the oxygen
in the scavenge air is replaced by CO2 from the combustion. The heat
capacity of the scavengeair will be slightly increased and the temperature
peaks of the combustion will be reduced. Accordingly the amount of NOx
generated in the combustion chamber is reduced but it is also followed by
a minor fuel penalty. The NOx reduction value is dependent on the ratio
of recirculating gas (Kristensen, 2012).
It is well known that EGR, besides significantly reducing the
NOx emissions, results in an increased SFOC, known as the SFOC
penalty. It is experienced that a 10% increase of EGR results in a 20%
NOx reduction followed by a SFOC penalty of 0.5 g/kWh (Kristensen,
2012). Figure 4. shows basic principles of MAN EGR system.
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Figure 4. Principles of an EGR System
Source: Man Diesel & Turbo, 2009
2.5. Humid Air Motor
A widely acclaimed technology for reducing NOx pollution from
diesel engines is the “Humid Air Motor” (HAM). This technology is able
to reduce NOx formation by up to 65%. In the HAM system the
turbocharged combustion air is saturated with water vapour produced
aboard the ship using sea water and engine heat. This lowers the
temperature peaks in the combustion chamber, which are normally the
main reason for NOx formation. HAM is characterised by extremely low
operating costs due to sea water usage, decreased lube oil consumption,
very low maintenance costs and a very high availability factor (MAN
B&W, 2011).
A number of approaches for intake air humidification have been
attempted. While there are some differences in the approaches, the most
successful intake air humidification systems take significant steps to
ensure that only water vapour enters the cylinder and that liquid water
does not carry over into the cylinder and cause cylinder liner corrosion
problems. In order to get high NOx reductions, this often means that the
humidity of the air is near saturation as it enters the engine and that the
intake manifold air temperature is as high as the engine can tolerate (Prior
et al., 2005: 20).
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3. METHODOLOGY
System dynamics is a powerful methodology and computer
simulation modeling technique for framing, understanding, and
discussing complex issues and problems. Originally developed in the
1950s to help corporate managers improve their understanding of
industrial processes (The System Dynamics Society, 2001).
System dynamics is fundamentally interdisciplinary. Because we
are concerned with the behavior of complex systems, system dynamics is
grounded in the theory of nonlinear dynamics and feed back control
developed in mathematics, physics, and engineering. Because we apply
these tools to the behavior of human as well as physical and technical
systems, system dynamics draws on cognitive and social psychology,
economics, and other social sciences. Because we build system dynamics
models to solve important real world problems, we must learn how to
work effectively with groups of busy policy makers and how to catalyze
sustained change in organizations (Sterman, 2001).
System Dynamics can be applied to any dynamic system, with
any time and spatial scale. In the World of business and public policy
system dynamic has been applied to industries from aircraft to zinc and
issues from aids to welfare reform (Sterman, 2000).
System dynamics models are used in analyzing the structure and
the behavior of the system as well as for designing efficient policies of
managing the system. System dynamics is a powerful tool that enhances
learning about company, market and competitors; portrays the cognitive
limitations on the information gathering and processing power of human
mind; facilitates the practice of considering opinions; and supports
building of "What if" scenarios. System dynamics models can help in
understanding structure and behavior of the system with nonlinear links
and feedback (Pejıc et al., 2007).
Causal loop diagrams (CLDs) are an important tool for
representing the feedback structure of systems. A causal diagram consists
of variables connected by arrows denoting the causal influences among
the variables. The important feedback loops are also identified in the
diagram (Sterman, 2000).
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Figure 5. Loop Identifiers
Source: Sterman, 2000
A positive link means that if the cause increases, the effect
increases above what it would otherwise have been, and if the cause
decreases, the effect decreases below what it would otherwise have been.
A negative link means that if the cause increases, the effect decreases
below what it would otherwise have been, and if the cause decreases, the
effect increases above what it would otherwise have been. Note the
phrase above what it otherwise would have been in the definition of link
polarity. An increase in a cause variable does not necessarily mean the
effect will actually increase (Sterman, 2000).
System dynamics is a methodology for studying and managing
complex systems which change over time. The method uses computer
modeling to focus our attention on the information feedback loops that
give rise to the dynamic behavior. Computer simulation is particularly
useful when it helps us understand the impact of time delays and
nonlinearities in the system. A variety of modeling methods can aid the
manager of complex systems. System dynamics has been used
extensively in the study of environmental and energy systems (Ford,
2000).
VENSIM is simulation software for improving the performance
of real systems. VENSIM is used for developing, analyzing, and
packaging dynamic feedback models. The approach we now describe
includes several important extensions to the system dynamics toolset
(Ventana System, Inc. 2014):
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- Entity type definitions, providing objects or modules
- Attributes used to identify and categorize individual entities
- Collections of entities automatically generated and tracked by
attribute
- Aggregation and allocation functions that make one-to-many or
many-to-many mappings among collections and individual entities
- References, or special attributes used to connect entities of the
same or different types
- Actions, providing for discrete events like the dynamic creation
and deletion of entities.
The model of this study have been developed by system
dynamics approach and using Vensim Simulation Software. Model aims
to show all emission reduction technologies explained above together to
be able to understend the situation comperatively.
Table 2. shows the effects of emission reduction technologies.
Table 2. Reduction Effect
NOx
Reduction
Technologies
Reduction
Effect

Delayed
Fuel
Injection
Time
%2-3

Exhaust Gas
Recirculation
(EGR)
%50

Humid
Air
Motor
(HAM)
%5080

Direct
Water
Injection
(DWI)
%20-50

Selective
Catalytic
Reduction
(SCR)
%75-95

Source: Prior, et al., 2005
In figure 6, there is an ‘Initial NOx Emission Amount’ which
represents to last limit of NOx Emission amount according to MARPOL
Annex VI Tier I for slow speed diesel engines. This value simulated with
some emission reduction technologies with use of vensim to reduce until
it will be appropriate according to MARPOL Annex VI Tier III for slow
speed diesel engines.
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Figure 6. Effect of Emission Reduction Technologies
Source: Authors
Initial NOx Emission value is 17 g/kwh according to MARPOL
Annex VI Tier I
-Firstly, it has been simulated with ‘Delayed Fuel Injection time’
technology. This technology affected NOx emission amount about 3%
and the result of emission is 16.49 g/kwh.
-When it has been simulated with ‘Direct Water Injection’
technology, we have seen that, this technology affected NOx Emission
amount about 40% and the result of emission is 10.2 g/ kwh.
- It has been simulated with ‘Selected Catalytic Reduction’
technology. This technology affected NOx emission amount about 90%
and the result of emission is 1.7 g/kwh.
- It has been simulated with ‘Humid Air Motor’ technology. This
technology affected NOx emission amount about75% and the result of
emission is 4.25 g/kwh.
- It has been simulated with ‘Exhaust Gas Recirculation’. This
technology effected NOx emission amount about 50% and the result of
emission is 8.5g/kwh.
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-It is clearly seen that all these technologies has significant effect
on reducing NOx emissions. Also most of these technologies not enough
to conform to reduce emissions from maximum limit in tier I to minimum
limit to tier III. However, some of these technology can be used joint with
each other.
-It has been simulated with ‘Humid Air Motor’ and ‘Exhaust Gas
Recirculation’. These two technologies affected NOx emission amount
about 87.5% and the result of emission is 2.12 g/kwh. Of course it is just
a theoretical value and both system can affect each other negatively.
On the other hand; these technologies have some costs which are
initial and operational costs. It has needed to be paid for set up and fuel
oil consumption would increase correspondingly to this. Managers and
engineers have to account this factor before set up. There is a trade-off
situation to reduce NOx Emission amount and providing to low fuel oil
consumption. Figure 7. shows this trade-off with use system dynamics’
causal loop diagrams.
Figure 7 explains the complicated trade-off between cost and
emission with causal loop diagrams. The first loop is about using ‘Direct
Water Injection System’. This system effects to decrease combustion
temperature so it also affects to decrease NOx emissions. However, in
order to install cost, this system effects negatively (-) to efficiency of
lubrication oil, low efficiency of lubrication oil effects negatively (-) to
cavitation, it means increase of cavitation and this cause rises (+) repair
costs.
The other loop is concerned with ‘Delayed Fuel Injection Time’.
This system affects to decrease combustion preassure and also it effects to
decrease combustion temperature, then it again decreases to NOx
emissions. However, in order to install cost, this system increases (+) the
fuel consumption.
Using ‘Humid Air Motor’ constitutes another causal loop. This
system reduces scavange air and also combustion air temperature so it
affects to decrease NOx emission amount. However, this system also has
installation and operational costs.
‘Selected Catalytic Reduction’ and ‘Exhaust Gas Recirculation’
systems loops give us the similer results. These systems are highly
effective to reduces NOx emissions, but especially ‘Selected Catalytic
Reduction’ system has a significant installation cost
69
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4. CONCLUSION
This study discussed the relevant technologies in the realization
of emission limits designated by IMO to prevent air pollution and system
dynamics simulations have been introduced as an alternative method to
analyze the problems.
It could be concluded that since it is mandatory to use emission
reduction technologies in order to comply with the new regulations,
further studies should be realized based on more effective and economical
approaches. System dynamics simulations provide an alternative way of
approaching the problem. Ths study can be repeated as an experimental
and quantitative research with the existence of numerical data.
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